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PEOPLE ARE THE INSPIRATION

The story of every product begins where it ends – with its users, by understanding their wishes, needs and expectations. Meeting the above, and the satisfaction that derives from this, are the essential starting point for the development of every new story.

The products brought together under the HOME CARE name are part of the AFRODITA PROFESSIONAL range and aimed at users who want to follow up treatment in a beauty salon with high-quality care at home. The range includes products for facial care, body care and anti-cellulite care.

THE EMBRACE OF NATURE

We believe in the power of nature, which is why our products, made according to our own formulations, include generous amounts of only the finest natural active ingredients. This is also why we are progressively eliminating non-natural additives and making every effort to source organically produced ingredients. Our products contain up to 99.9% of natural ingredients.

RESPECTING LIFE

Our respect for life and the freedom of choice means our products are not tested on animals, either at the final stage or at any intermediate stage of development, which is a rule we also apply in selecting our suppliers of raw materials.
QUALITY, TRUST AND BEAUTY

... are the key values on which our business is based. We work constantly to ensure the high and constant quality of our products, guided by trust and honesty. Surrounded by beauty at every step, we believe that an important part of beauty comes from within – that to be truly beautiful you also have to feel beautiful. Our outstanding professional products help enhance natural beauty, allowing it to shine in all its splendour!

BETWEEN TRENDS AND TRADITION

A leading Slovenian cosmetics company based in Rogaška Slatina (famous for its thermal water and spa tourism), we began writing our success story back in 1970. With unstoppable development and investment in innovations, we are constantly searching for new solutions, innovative patents and revolutionary ingredients, on the basis of which we help create trends in the cosmetics industry.

OWN LABORATORIES

All our products are designed and developed in our own laboratory complex where they undergo extensive physico-chemical and microbiological tests. Dermatological tests and tests of effectiveness are carried out at globally recognised independent institutions.

SUPERIOR RESULTS

On the basis of our many years of priceless experience, we create professional products and cosmetic procedures that work in synergy to ensure superior results.
CLEAN UP
Steps to a clear skin
Products for **gentle but effective** cleansing and toning of **all skin types** are based on a high percentage of natural ingredients such as: 100% natural hyaluronic acid, natural plant extracts and oils. They have a mildly acidic pH value (around 5.5), which matches the skin's natural pH. This means that the products do not damage the acid mantle – the skin's natural acidic protective layer – but instead strengthen its natural defence mechanism, allowing optimal reception of the active ingredients contained in cosmetic care products.

**HYALURON CLEANSING MILK** 200 ml
- hypoallergenic perfume · face & eyes
- contains patented 100% natural hyaluronic acid with low molecular mass and deep action. Thoroughly removes make-up and cleanses your skin, preparing it for further care. Use: apply the milk evenly to your skin. Massage for a while so that the active ingredients can bind with the impurities. Rinse off with warm water and tone your skin repeatedly with Clean Up Hyaluron Hydro Tonic. **Key active ingredients:** hyaluronic acid, glycerin

**CAMOMILE CLEANSING FOAM** 200 ml
- suitable for all types of sensitive skin · face & eyes
- thoroughly cleanses and degreases the skin, without drying it. Calms the skin and has a mild antiseptic effect. Is also an excellent eye make-up remover and does not irritate the eyes. Suitable for all types of sensitive skin. Use: gently rub the foam into your skin. Rinse off with warm water and tone your skin with Clean Up Hyaluron Hydro Tonic. **Key active ingredients:** camomile extract, bisabolol, coconut glucoside

**HYALURON HYDRO TONIC** 200 ml
- hypoallergenic perfume
- deep & long-lasting hydration
- contains patented 100% natural hyaluronic acid with low molecular mass, to ensure optimum and long-lasting hydration in the deeper layers of the skin. Use: after cleansing your skin thoroughly, tone repeatedly to prepare it for maximum reception of the natural ingredients in the preparations used in further care. **Key active ingredients:** hyaluronic acid, glycerin, panthenol
PURE OXYGEN

Let your skin breathe again
Lightness, freshness and a sense of the skin "breathing"... All this and more with the new generation of PURE OXYGEN "active cosmetics" based on the POWER OF PURE OXYGEN, an essential element of healthy skin of every type.

The PURE OXYGEN innovation is the result of amazing advances in modern cosmetology, drawing on medicine to develop a completely non-invasive but effective way of supplying skin with oxygen. It involves the highly functional Fiflow BB61 technology, which greatly increases the oxygenation of skin cells by binding, transporting and releasing atmospheric oxygen. In turn, this stimulates their metabolism and strengthens all physiological skin functions.

Treatment with PURE OXYGEN products helps the skin "breathe" again, giving it the support it needs to get back in top shape. Thanks to its "second skin" effect, the skin looks reborn after treatment: rosy, supple, rested and visibly rejuvenated.

IDEAL FOR EVERY SKIN TYPE: young, mature, dry or oily – what every skin needs above all is oxygen, which is essential for a wide range of processes. PURE OXYGEN products are therefore recommended for all skin types for use on the face, neck and chest, for men and women of all ages, and especially for tired and puffy skin, skin exposed to pollution and skin subject to premature ageing.

REBORN EFFECT – visibly more vital and rejuvenated SKIN in 93% of those tested.*

*self-assessed by 30 volunteers after 14 days of twice-daily combined use of Pure Oxygen products
ENERGIZING DAY CREAM 50 ml
non-comedogenic product
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- by working at the cellular level, this moisturising and refreshing oxygen care **regenerates the skin from inside out!** Its bioactive Fiflow BB61 technology improves oxygen supply to the skin, stimulates detoxification and instantly invigorates the metabolic activity of skin cells. This improves the skin’s appearance while also benefiting its overall function and structure! The skin regains a healthy, more rested appearance, is visibly rejuvenated, and its ageing is slowed. **Key active ingredients:** Fiflow BB61, pea extract, peptide carnosine, provitamin B5, aloe vera

ENERGIZING NIGHT CREAM 50 ml
non-comedogenic product
paraben & paraffin free

- nourishing and regenerative oxygen care that **revitalises your skin cells as you sleep!** Thanks to a revolutionary system of atmospheric oxygen transport, Fiflow BB61 increases skin oxygenation, which in turn steps up the creation of new, healthy skin cells and revitalises all the natural functions of existing cells. The result: a radiant complexion which reflects the improved overall function of the skin at the cellular level with its visibly more vital and youthful appearance! **Key active ingredients:** Fiflow BB61, vitamin A, peptide carnosine, jojoba oil, almond oil

OXYGENATION ACTIVATOR 30 ml
stimulates skin cell activity
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- a unique concept: intensive skin cell oxygenation! Based on Fiflow BB61, an advanced, highly functional technology that creates numerous tiny bubbles on the skin’s surface, binds oxygen from the air and releases it into the skin. This improves oxygen supply to the skin, stimulating its metabolism. As a result, the skin can “breathe” again and shine with a fresh and visibly rejuvenated look. **Key active ingredients:** Fiflow BB61, peptide carnosine, soy isoflavones, beta-glucan

INTENSIVE SKIN CELL OXYGENATION
- for all types of skin

- new generation
  “active cosmetics”
- with reborn skin effect

AMPOULES 5 x 1.5 ml
intensive revitalisation
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- an inexhaustible source of oxygen that stimulates the activity of skin cells and vitalises the natural functions of the skin. They work on the basis of the innovative Fiflow BB61 oxygen transfer mechanism, which increases skin oxygenation. The improved oxygen supply stimulates skin cell respiration, visibly firms the skin and restores its natural freshness and colour. **Key active ingredients:** Fiflow BB61, provitamin B5
HYALURON

Extreme moisturising power
Experience extreme moisturisation with the help of remarkable 100% natural hyaluronic acid, which thanks to its low molecular mass penetrates into the deeper layers of the skin and balances its hydration. Its effect is twofold: **intensive moisturisation** and **stimulation of the regenerative capacity** of the cells that form the two key proteins in your skin: collagen and elastin. The HYALURON range guarantees visible effects, since moisturised skin is **firmer**, **smoother** and more **radiant**.

REMARKABLE TEST RESULTS*:
- 91% of test subjects > better MOISTURISED skin
- 81% of test subjects > SMOOTHER skin
- 91% of test subjects > FIRMER skin
- 87% of test subjects > better skin TONE

*in vivo TEST: self-assessment by 22 subjects after 56 days of twice-daily use (% of test subjects who noticed an improvement in individual biomechanical properties of their skin)

HYALURON 24h CREAM FOR NORMAL TO COMBINATION / DRY SKIN 50 ml paraben free

- contains patented 100% natural hyaluronic acid, which provides long-term hydration to deeper skin layers and stimulates the formation of collagen and elastin. In vivo and in vitro tests prove that the skin is substantially better moisturised, firmer and smoother after use. For optimum results, we recommend using the cream in combination with the Hyaluron Ampoule (see page 17). **Key active ingredients cream for normal to combination skin**: hyaluronic acid, peptide carnosine, shea butter; **key active ingredients cream for dry skin**: hyaluronic acid, ceramides, shea butter, cocoa butter, meadowfoam oil

BODY LOTION 200 ml quick absorption · paraben, paraffin, silicone free

- contains 100% natural hyaluronic acid, which helps prevent loss of moisture through the epidermis and acts as a reservoir within the dermis by binding up to 1,000 times its own weight in moisture. In this way, the lotion moisturises the skin and, as a result, improves its elasticity and firms it. The added vitamin E helps prevent premature signs of skin ageing caused by the effects of free radicals. The lotion is quickly absorbed and leaves no unpleasant greasy feel. **Key active ingredients**: hyaluronic acid, vitamin E
COLLAGEN CMF

Vitalising skin care
As a result of the natural ageing process, the collagen content in the skin falls dramatically, which is why we stimulate its synthesis with the appropriate daily skin care – using the COLLAGEN CMF range of care products! The range contains natural active ingredients which as well as **stimulating collagen production intensively moisturise the skin**, support regenerative processes, improve the skin's ability to retain moisture and provide it with protection against adverse environmental stressors.

---

**EXTRA MOISTURISING CREAM**  
50 ml  
long-lasting hydration · paraben free

- supplies the skin with moisture and prevents its excessive evaporation. Vitamin E, which protects cells against decay and also intensifies the action of all the other ingredients. The skin is left tighter ("lift effect") immediately after treatment, and after a few days it becomes firmer. Small wrinkles are visibly smoothed and the skin is optimally protected against premature ageing. **Key active ingredients:** marine collagen, mallow extract, jojoba and avocado oil, shea butter, vitamin E

---

**INTENSIVE NOURISHING CREAM**  
50 ml  
for extremely dry, tired & mature skin  
regenerative action

- establishes a natural balance between lipids and moisture in the skin. It restores the cells' natural energy, improves immune defences and slows down your skin’s ageing process. After just one application the skin is already left beautifully tight ("lift effect"), and in a few days the skin becomes noticeably firmer, softer, smooth and nourished. Small wrinkles disappear and deeper ones become much shallower. **Key active ingredients:** marine collagen, jojoba, avocado and wheat germ oil, vitamin E

---

**EYE CREAM**  
15 ml  
fights dark circles, lifting effect · paraffin free

- generously moisturises, stimulates collagen production and improves blood circulation in the skin, which helps **diminish dark circles**. **Wrinkles are less visible** even after the first application and the skin is silky-smooth and taut. After three weeks of daily care, the skin is revitalised, firmer and more resistant. **Key active ingredients:** marine collagen, beta-glucan, butcher's broom
VITA DERMA

For a skin full of energy
The effect is that of an **inexhaustible elixir of youth** – stimulating cell regeneration and reviving dehydrated, tired and fatigued skin. Gives the skin an immediate and effective energy renewal and represents active rejuvenating care.

**MULTIACTIVE FLUID**
100 ml
incredible anti-age elixir • regeneration & firming dermatologically tested

- intensive moisturising care that effectively fights skin ageing! Neutralises the destructive power of free radicals, stimulates skin cell regeneration, extends the life cycle of skin cells and tightens the skin structure. Apply as a moisturiser base (for dry skin) or on its own (for normal to oily skin). **Key active ingredients:** liposomes AE, peptide carnosine, beta-glucan, jojoba oil, geranium essential oil, gingko and witch hazel extracts

**ANTI-STRESS SERUM**
30 ml
instant revitalisation • dermatologically tested "ice effect"

- "ENERGY BOOST" formula with a **cooling effect** which invigorates the skin in just 3 minutes! The skin is thoroughly moisturised and its blood circulation stimulated, giving it an instantly fresh, rejuvenated look. Offers long-term support to the skin’s natural resistance to various stress factors. Especially recommended for tired and atrophied skin or for skin exposed to mental and physical stress. Apply as a base for a cream/mask. **Key active ingredients:** phytolamine biocomplex, cocoa butter, gingko extract, ginseng extract, hyaluronic acid

**PROTECTIVE CREAM SPF 30**
50 ml
for all types of skin
effective against sunburn & photoageing & dehydration

- protects the skin from sunburn and premature ageing caused by UV rays and free radicals and at the same time provides care and helps prevent it from drying out. Suitable for protecting the skin of the **face, neck and chest** against the sun all year round and essential when using PEEL RE-NEW products based on AHA/BHA acids (see page 21). **Key active ingredients:** UVA and UVB filters, vitamin E, bisabolol
VITA DERMA

AMPOULES

Miraculous droplets of beauty
These formulas with a high active ingredient content work quickly and give visible results, offering exclusive care with a remarkable effect! Indispensable for skins of various types and conditions, particularly when the skin needs immediate effective support in the form of new energy, wrinkle-smoothing, moisturisation and a fresh, glowing appearance.

**HYALURON - exceptional moisturisation** 5 x 1.5 ml

- for intensive and long-lasting deep skin moisturising. After application, your skin looks firmer, fresher and rejuvenated. Suitable for all skin types, especially for dehydrated skin with no tone and skin after the age of 25 that is lacking in moisture. **Key active ingredients:** hyaluronic acid, panthenol, beta-glucan

**COLLAGEN - lifting effect** 5 x 1.5 ml

- with instant lifting effect. The effect can be noticed at first glance: your skin is smoothed, gets a fresh tone, firms up and shines with youthful beauty. For the care of mature skin with pronounced wrinkles, for preventive anti-age skin care after the age of 30, for skin with pronounced imperfections that is lacking in tone. **Key active ingredients:** marine collagen, peptide carnosine

**ACNE - soothes & has antibacterial effect** 5 x 1.5 ml

- has a mild antibacterial and astringent action. Effectively removes dead skin cells, stimulates blood circulation in your skin, soothes, cleans clogged sebaceous glands and regulates their function. For the care of problematic, impure skin. **Key active ingredients:** salicylic acid, essential oils

**VIT-AMINE COMPLEX - vitalisation** 5 x 1.5 ml

- for instant revitalisation and regeneration! After care, the skin's blood circulation and firmness are visibly improved and the complexion is radiant, fresh, rejuvenated and conditioned. For the refreshment and vitalisation of skin after the age of 20 that is daily exposed to many environmental demands, excessive stress, psychophysical strains or smoking. **Key active ingredients:** amino acids, vitamin A, vitamin E
HYDRO CONTROL

Natural moisture & oil balance
The effectiveness of HYDRO CONTROL products in resolving the problems of combination to oily skin is the result of the action of selected plant extracts from the Amazonian rainforest, which work in synergy to **regulate the action of the sebaceous glands**, **reduce the formation of acne and blackheads** and give the skin the desired matte appearance.

Combination to oily skin is characterised on the one hand by a lack of moisture and, on the other, by excessive oil secretion — whether over the whole face or in specific areas. For a natural solution to these problems we therefore **recommend the combined use** of HYDRO CONTROL products. The serum reduces sebum secretion and gives the skin matte appearance, while the cream generously moisturises the skin.

**MOISTURISING CREAM**  
50 ml  
mattifies and moisturises

- generously moisturises the skin, has a mild antibacterial and astringent effect and regulates the natural balance of the oils and moisture in the skin. Alleviates inflammatory processes and helps prevent the formation of comedones (spots and whiteheads).  
**Key active ingredients:** Amazonian complex, beta-glucan, witch hazel extract

**MATTIFYING SERUM**  
30 ml  
non-comedogenic formula  
mattifies and moisturises  
- reduces pore clogging paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- instantly mattifies the complexion, reduces excessive sebum secretion, reduces acne and whiteheads and moisturises the skin. Its non-comedogenic formulation has a mild antibacterial effect at three levels: it reduces sebum secretion and mattifies the complexion, moisturises and protects skin from drying out, and regulates its balance of oils and moisture. **Key active ingredients:** Amazonian complex, essential oils of lemon and rosemary, vitamin B3  
+ The serum can be **applied multiple times during the day** — whenever that unpleasant oily shine reappears on your skin.
PEEL RE-NEW

A modern approach to exfoliation
Wrinkles, drawn skin, uneven complexion, pigmentation marks, uneven surface, impurities, enlarged pores, etc. Remove all these and numerous other skin imperfections with the PEEL RE-NEW innovation! With a modern approach to exfoliation based on timeless hydroxy acids, which enables multilayer exfoliation and consequently intensifies the skin cell regeneration process and has an all-round "RE-NEW" effect:

- restores the skin’s natural freshness and rosiness;
- improves the structure of the epidermis and strengthens the skin’s barrier function;
- visibly smoothes the skin surface and reduces acne scars;
- evens out skin tone, lightens the complexion and reduces signs of hyperpigmentation;
- alleviates problems associated with oily, impure skin;
- stimulates the synthesis of collagen and hyaluronic acid, and, as a result, increases moisture supply to the skin, reduces pronounced wrinkles, tones the skin and slows down the skin ageing process.

THE RESULT: General improvement in the appearance of the epidermal and dermal layers of the skin! COMPLETE RENEWAL that you can see and feel...

GOLDEN RULE: PROTECTION AGAINST UV RAYS
PEEL RE-NEW products based on AHA and BHA acids (AHA and BHA exfoliants, AHA creams) temporarily increase skin photosensitivity by removing the top (horny) layer of the epidermis. For this reason they are only suitable for use in late autumn, winter and early spring; FOR EVENING / NIGHT CARE. During the day you should protect your skin with VITA DERMA Protective Cream SPF 30 (see page 15).
AHA CLEANSING FOAM 200 ml
- cleanses & degreases

- removes facial and eye make-up and thoroughly cleanses and degreases your skin. It maintains the skin's natural pH balance and does not dry it out. Suitable for daily use in the morning and evening. Gently smooth into your slightly damp face, neck and upper chest. Rinse off with water and tone your skin. *Key active ingredients:* coconut glucosides

BHA EXFOLIANT 30 ml
pH 3.4
- penetrates deep into the pores where it has a highly cleansing, mildly antibacterial and keratolytic effect – removing dead skin cells and stimulating the formation of new ones. As a result it has an all-round RE-NEW effect: it reduces the occurrence of impurities, tightens dilated pores and refreshes your complexion, making your skin look rejuvenated. Suitable for cleansing and revitalising all skin types and especially recommended for improving the condition of oily, impure skin. *Key active ingredients:* 2% salicylic acid, nettle and oak extracts, panthenol

AHA EXFOLIANT LIGHT 30 ml
pH 3.3
- works as a gentle organic exfoliant which dissolves the bonds between cells to remove dead skin cells, intensifying the epidermal regeneration process. As a result it has an all-round RE-NEW effect: it lightens pigmentation marks, improves the evenness of skin tone, redefines and smoothes skin texture, activates collagen synthesis and reduces expression wrinkles. Suitable for all skin types, including sensitive skin. *Key active ingredients:* 5.8% glycolic and lactic acid\(^{\text{LAC}}\), pectin

NEUTRALISER 200 ml
pH 8
- interrupts the action of AHA acids by raising the pH value, ensuring the exfoliation process does not extend beyond the desired results. Apply the neutraliser to your skin when the application time for the PEEL RE-NEW Exfoliant AHA has elapsed and leave to work for 1-2 min. Then rinse thoroughly with water. *Key active ingredients:* sodium hydrogen carbonate

**BASED ON AHA & BHA ACIDS**

- all-round "RE-NEW" effect
- maximum effectiveness & high tolerance

AHA CREAM FOR DRY SKIN 50 ml
pH 3.4 · paraben & paraffin free
- the power of fruit acids for a complete renewal of your skin! It works with an all-round RE-NEW effect: stimulates the process of skin cell regeneration, reduces signs of hyperpigmentation (dark marks and freckles), makes the complexion more even and visibly smoothes the skin's surface. By stimulating the synthesis of collagen and hyaluronic acid it also increases moisture supply to the skin, firms its structure and reduces wrinkle visibility. Suitable for night skin care. *Key active ingredients:* 3.15% glycolic and lactic acid\(^{\text{LAC}}\), argan oil, glycerin

AHA CREAM FOR NORMAL TO OILY SKIN 50 ml
pH 3.4 · paraben & paraffin free
- the power of fruit acids for the complete renewal of your skin! It works with an all-round RE-NEW effect: stimulates skin regeneration, reduces signs of hyperpigmentation (dark marks and freckles), makes the complexion more even and alleviates texture irregularity caused by acne. It also regulates the secretion of sebum, helps prevent pore blocking, generously moisturises your skin and has a rejuvenating effect. Suitable for night care. *Key active ingredients:* 3.15% glycolic and lactic acid\(^{\text{LAC}}\), niacinamide, glycerin
3 PEPTIDES
Superior anti-ageing treatment
A development achievement of modern dermo-cosmetology with **BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE PEPTIDES** which rejuvenate the skin from the inside out!

This advanced approach to anti-age skin care combats the root cause of visible signs of ageing. Harnessing the power of **biologically active peptides**, it goes to work on the skin cells directly, stimulating them to divide faster and synthesise more **collagen**, **elastin** and **hyaluronic acid**. Slows down the chronological ageing and photoageing of the skin, rejuvenating it in every way: it **visibly tones the skin**, **smoothes the skin surface** and produces an **intensive anti-wrinkle effect**!

**Remarkable RESULTS:**
- improved skin TONE: +19.5%
- reduced wrinkle density: -37%
- reduced wrinkle size: -18.5%

**CLINICALLY PROVEN!**
_In vivo study on 23 volunteers after two months of twice daily use._

**DERMO-COSMETOLOGY**
The 3 PEPTIDES product line goes beyond the standard care-providing role of cosmetics. Working at the cellular level, biologically active peptides have an **effect not only on the appearance but on the actual functioning and structure of skin**. Acts as a bridge between cosmetic and dermatological skin treatment.

**AWARD-WINNING INGREDIENT**
The Matrixyl® peptide complex included in 3 PEPTIDES products received the prestigious “25 years of Innovation Award” and was recognised as the ingredient which has had the greatest impact on personal care over the last quarter of a century.

**REJUVENATING YOUR SKIN!**
The sophisticated, high-performance formulas used in our 3 PEPTIDES products ensure **superior anti-age care for all types of skin after the age of approx. 30 years** and are particularly recommended for skin subjected to premature ageing – as a result of either internal or external factors.
**MOISTURISING / NOURISHING CREAM**  
50 ml  
for normal to combination skin / for dry skin  
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- advanced anti-age skin care which rejuvenates your skin at the cellular level! By reactivating several dermal and epidermal genes, the cream promotes the natural process of skin cell division and boosts the synthesis of extracellular matrix macromolecules, which regulate skin firmness and elasticity. As a result, skin ageing is significantly slowed, with decreases in wrinkle density and volume and a visible improvement in skin tone. **Key active ingredients moisturising cream:** 3 bio-active peptides, brown algae extract; **key active ingredients nourishing cream:** 3 bio-active peptides, brown algae extract, almond oil, jojoba oil

**EYE CREAM**  
15 ml  
fighters dark circles & puffiness  
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- bio-active skin care formula for a rested, visibly rejuvenated look! Revives the youthful potential for skin cell regeneration, increases the synthesis of collagen and hyaluronic acid, and improves the quality of the papillary dermis. As a result, crow's feet are reduced (−32.9%) and the skin around the eyes is visibly toned (+15.5%).* By stimulating microcirculation in the skin, along with its intensive anti-oedemic and drainage effect, it also combats eye puffiness, bags and dark circles. **Key active ingredients:** 3 bio-active peptides, brown algae extract, cecropia extract, butcher's broom extract, rose hip oil, argan oil, cocoa butter  
*in vivo study on 23 volunteers after 56 days of twice daily use

**INTENSIVE OVERNIGHT ESSENCE**  
30 ml  
for all types of skin  
paraben & paraffin free

- intensifies skin cell regeneration, substantially increases the synthesis of collagen and hyaluronic acid. As a result, it significantly slows down the chronological and photoageing of the skin, rejuvenating it in every way: improving its firmness, smoothing its surface and reducing the number and size of pronounced wrinkles. **Key active ingredients:** 3 bio-active peptides, meadowfoam oil, rose hip oil, argan oil

**ANTI-AGEING**  
**WITH THE POWER OF PEPTIDES**

- the science of dermo-cosmetology  
- award-winning ingredient

**AMPOULES**  
5 x 1.5 ml  
for all types of skin  
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- highly concentrated droplets of cellular active ingredients with ultimate anti-age effect! They boost cell proliferation, stimulate the formation of "youth proteins" and restore the original structure of fibres of the papillary dermis. In this way they delay the skin's natural ageing process and significantly rejuvenate the dermal structure of the skin. **Key active ingredients:** 3 bio-active peptides, ceramides, hyaluronic acid, provitamin B5

**3D REJUVENATING MASK**  
150 ml  
for all types of skin  
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- works at the level of skin cells, reviving their youthful potential! Ageing skin starts acting as though it were younger – dividing faster and synthesising more dermal proteins, which are essential for regenerating the extracellular matrix. The result: a three-dimensional rejuvenating effect which can be seen and felt through a (1) much firmer tone, (2) improved elasticity and (3) smoothed wrinkles! **Key active ingredients:** 3 bio-active peptides, argan oil
PURE GOLD

An ANTI-AGE fantasy of sheer luxury
Gold, a mark of class and an emblem of distinction, a symbol of glamour and prestige and a reflection of wealth and power also reigns in cosmetics in all its splendour. With PURE GOLD 24 Karat products it shines in its purest form. It is a privilege for skin which needs and deserves more!

Scientifically Proven Effectiveness
The results of recent scientific studies confirm the remarkable rejuvenating properties of gold. Gold activates the electrons in skin cells, which stimulates cellular communication processes and promotes the regeneration of the skin. It also reduces the breakdown of collagen and elastin and protects skin against the effects of free radicals. As a result, it improves skin tone, smoothes existing wrinkles and significantly slows down the appearance of new lines.

With Particles of Pure Gold
Particles of pure 24-carat gold from the hidden depths of the Earth’s interior bring positive energy to your skin, while soft reflections envelop your complexion with a luxurious shine and glamorous look. They help smooth lines and wrinkles with an effect that you can see and feel.

In addition to particles of pure gold, PURE GOLD 24 Karat products also incorporate soy isoflavones for complete rejuvenating power. The results of clinical studies confirm that they build effective anti-age skin protection and appreciably improve the skin’s firmness and elasticity, making it look several years younger!

Luxurious Anti-Age Care:
· Firms the structure of the skin,
· Improves elasticity and skin tone and
· Significantly reduces wrinkles.
LUXURIOUS DAY CREAM 50 ml
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- for the "golden years" of normal, combination and dry skin. Contains the luxury of pure gold, which, in combination with isoflavones, gives skin a feeling of comfort and glamour. It visibly improves your skin's structure and supports its regenerative capacity, resulting in smoothed facial lines and wrinkles and visibly improved tone. This exquisite care leaves your skin rejuvenated and looking dazzlingly beautiful. **Key active ingredients:** gold, soy isoflavones, shea butter, provitamin B5, glycerin, beta-glucan, aloe vera, sunflower oil

LUXURIOUS NIGHT CREAM 50 ml
paraben & silicone free

- for the "golden years" of normal and dry skin. The luxurious power of pure gold in synergy with isoflavones reduces the structural deterioration of the existing elastin and collagen and promotes their synthesis. The unique **anti-wrinkle formula** stimulates skin regeneration and this exquisite care leaves your skin glowing, with a rejuvenated appearance, visibly improved tone and silky soft to the touch. **Key active ingredients:** gold, soy isoflavones, meadowfoam oil, vitamin E, ceramides, beta-glucan, aloe vera, extract of Alexandrian senna

LUXURIOUS ANTI-AGE ELIXIR 30 ml
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- contains particles of pure gold which stimulate communication between skin cells. The high concentration of isoflavones of liposomal form stimulates collagen production and skin regeneration. As a result, it smoothes existing wrinkles, firms your skin and leaves it looking **up to 5 years younger**! For independent normal to oily skin care or as a base for a cream, for dry skin. For the face, neck and chest. **Key active ingredients:** gold, soy isoflavones, beta-glucan, panthenol

LUXURIOUS EYE CREAM 15 ml
paraben & silicone free

- this luxurious rejuvenating formula with particles of pure gold and ceramides stimulates regeneration of the skin around the eyes, significantly improves its structure and has an antioxidant effect. It **firms the skin around the eyes, visibly smoothes existing lines and wrinkles and slows the formation of new ones.** For a reborn look without pronounced lines and wrinkles, for the "golden years" of all skin types. **Key active ingredients:** gold, ceramides, soy isoflavones, beta-glucan

LUXURIOUS AMPOULES 5 x 1.5 ml
paraben, paraffin & silicone free

- **miraculous droplets of beauty with an instant rejuvenating effect!** Instant support for sagging skin with pronounced wrinkles and skin that lacks tone. Provides effective skin moisturising and stimulates the process of blood circulation, collagen and elastin synthesis and cell division and regeneration. **Key active ingredients:** gold, soy isoflavones, beta-glucan, panthenol

LUXURIOUS MASK 150 ml
paraben & silicone free

- for the "golden years" of tired skin on the face, neck and chest. A dazzling combination of pure gold and isoflavones stimulates the regeneration of dry, mature skin marked by environmental stress factors. Combined with the precious PURE GOLD 24 K ampoule, it helps fortify your skin's protective function and, by supplying active ingredients, increases hydration, vitality and elasticity. **Key active ingredients:** gold, soy isoflavones, meadow foam oil, cocoa butter, shea butter, beta-glucan, extract of Alexandrian senna, aloe vera, carrot extract
BRILLIANT

Impressive rejuvenation effects
This prestigious serum represents a **NEW DIMENSION OF ANTI-AGEING CARE**, meets the **highest standards** of quality and offers your skin all the luxury it needs!

**A REMARKABLE SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE**
The serum stimulates the **natural, physiological functions** that help the skin stay **smooth, firm and supple** for as long as possible. Not only does it reduce and eliminate visible skin imperfections, it targets the root causes of these imperfections. For this reason it is considered part of the new generation of **dermo-cosmetics** or **cosmeceuticals**, products whose effect is more than cosmetic, but are not classified as medicinal. They contain active ingredients that are also found in dermatics, but in smaller though still effective concentrations.

**A PERFECT BLEND OF EXCEPTIONAL ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**
- Biologically active peptides
- Ceramides
- Marine collagen
- Meadowfoam oil
- Provitamin B5
- Complex of natural oils
  - (jojoba, almond, avocado, rose hip)
- Vitamin E microcapsules

**YOUTH SERUM** 100 ml
paraben free

- provides **an instant lifting effect and long-term skin rejuvenation from the inside out** - intensifies the skin cell regeneration process and significantly increases the synthesis of collagen and hyaluronic acid. It takes **only 1 hour to visibly smoothen your skin** and 2 months to redefine your facial contours, reducing areas of the skin with deep wrinkles (−44.9%) and significantly improving its tone (+19.5%). **Apply the serum on its own or as a base for skin care cream.**

*in vivo study on 15 volunteers, one hour after application

**in vivo study on 23 volunteers after 56 days of twice daily use**
PHYTO OIL
Intensive care with the power of nature
Natural nurturing plant oils contain numerous remarkable ingredients for perfect skin comfort! **Unsaturated fatty acids, vitamins and minerals** give your skin the strength to preserve its vitality and natural resistance. They provide your skin with an optimal supply of nutrients and moisture and stimulate its natural process of regeneration. Skin care with nurturing plant oils, sometimes with the addition of essential oils, is fully personalised.

**ALOE VERA** 30 ml
for normal to oily skin

- a perpetual source of moisture that generously moisturises your skin and helps prevent it from drying out. The oil offers excellent care for skin that chronically lacks moisture and is also suitable for oily skin since it does not leave the skin oily. **Key active ingredients:** aloe vera (oil extract), vitamin E

**WHEAT GERM** 30 ml
for dry to normal skin

- a treasury of precious nutrients that supply the skin with missing lipids and intensify its regeneration. **Key active ingredients:** provitamin A, B vitamins, vitamin E, unsaturated fatty acids, phyto-proteins | + Also recommended for nail care, since it prevents nail breaking and flaking. |

**JOJOBA** 30 ml
for all types of skin

- a gold-coloured liquid wax that is very similar in structure to natural skin sebum and has an intensive nurturing effect. Non-comedogenic and therefore recommended for all skin types, including oily skin. **Key active ingredients:** triglycerides (pure jojoba seed oil) | + Also recommended for after-sun skin care. |

**MULTIVITAMIN A, B, E, F** 30 ml
for all skin types, especially dry skin

- a source of vitamins A, B, E and F; it stimulates skin regeneration, improves its structure and strengthens its protective function. **Key active ingredients:** conditioning oils (avocado, jojoba, wheat germ, soy), vitamin E, vitamin A
WINE THERAPY

Natural ANTI-AGE treatment for face & body
Grapes and wine conceal mystical formulations for preserving eternal youth. Even the Greeks and Romans used grapes to lavishly pamper the body and mind. The tradition of maintaining health, firm skin and a long-lasting youthful appearance through the unique power of the vine and its fruits has survived to the present day.

Grapes and wine contain more than 1,000 ingredients, some of which are of inestimable benefit to your skin: vitamins, minerals and fruit acids all effectively counteract the signs of ageing. They are also a source of polyphenols – natural antioxidants which are effective against free radicals and help maintain skin flexibility, protect lipids and proteins and leave the skin feeling smooth and soft.

Treat your skin to rich regenerative care with the powerful treasures of nature! Products with the proven power of grapes are natural and establish a balance between moisture and lipids in the skin, smoothe wrinkles and slow the ageing process.
- Contains NO petroleum jelly, silicones, or parabens.
- Contains NO artificial colourants.

Unforgettable wellness rituals and visibly rejuvenated skin are provided by the remarkable natural ingredients in WINE THERAPY products - grape seed oil, extract of white grapes and champagne, vitamins, etc.

Savour the aroma of grapes and champagne as your skin glows with youthful freshness!
**GRAPE-VITAMIN CONCENTRATE** 30 ml
- dry oil · does not make the skin oily

- contains a rich combination of natural active ingredients which stimulate the regeneration of skin, rejuvenate it and improve its natural structure. Provides the skin with moisture and lipids and protects it against drying out. With daily use, it noticeably reduces the incidence of fine wrinkles, improves skin firmness and tightness and also reinforces its natural protection against aggressive free radicals. **Key active ingredients:** grape seed oil, linolic and oleic acid, vitamin A, vitamin E

**MOISTURISING WINE CREAM** 50 ml
- stimulates the skin's natural functions and moisturises

**WITH THE PROVEN POWER OF GRAPES**
- spa-style pampering for visibly rejuvenated skin · face & body

**MOISTURISING WINE CREAM** 50 ml
- is a veritable treasury of natural resources for radiant, youthful-looking skin. Rich moisturising and regenerative care for your face, neck and chest. It stimulates your skin's natural functions and reduces premature signs of ageing. For optimal rejuvenating effects, use GRAPE VITAMIN CONCENTRATE as a base for the cream. **Key active ingredients:** extract of white grapes and champagne, grape seed oil

**NOURISHING WINE CREAM** 50 ml
- maintains hydro-lipid balance

**WINE BODY-FIRMING LOTION** 250 ml
- firms the skin & improves elasticity

- improves the elasticity of the skin, promotes microcirculation and protects the skin from early ageing and dehydration. It also moisturises and conditions the skin, has a drainage effect and stimulates the fat breakdown process. **Key active ingredients:** extract of white grapes, extract of tropical almond, black elder and tannic acid, gotu kola (Centella asiatica), shea butter

- this rich treatment supplies your skin with nutrients, lipids and moisture, supports its natural regeneration and reduces the signs of premature ageing. For optimal rejuvenating effects, use GRAPE VITAMIN CONCENTRATE as a base for the cream. **Key active ingredients:** extract of white grapes and champagne, grape seed oil, soy oil, wheat germ oil
MILK & HONEY

Intoxicatingly fragrant PRO-AGE body care
In beauty care, milk and honey have always signified a source of luxurious pampering, prosperity and comfort. As a means of preserving a youthful and beautiful appearance, they were used and revered thousands of years ago, in the age of the pharaohs, by the mighty Egyptian queen Cleopatra, whose beauty enchanted the greatest warriors of her time.

The fragrant synergy of royal jelly, shea butter, coconut extract and "golden" jojoba oil guarantees an intensive conditioning effect that you can see and feel! Rich nourishing / regenerative care for skin of all ages returns its natural freshness and suppleness, firms its structure and leaves it feeling incredibly soft. At the same time, its powerful antioxidant action strengthens the skin's natural defence mechanism and establishes effective pro-age protection.

Milk & Honey products are suitable for all skin types, particularly for dry, rough and tired skin with reduced regenerative capacity and skin that is subject to premature ageing.

SUGAR SCRUB  200 g
for the body · revitalisation & smoothness

- effectively removes dead epidermal cells and provides a rich pampering experience for your skin, leaving it cleansed, smooth and soft. Gently massage into the skin and then rinse off. After use, the skin is optimally ready for further care. Key active ingredients: shea butter, brown sugar, jojoba oil

BODY BUTTER  250 ml
suitable for all skin types, especially very dry skin fights dehydration and stretch marks

- allows a relaxing massage that generously nourishes and moisturises the skin and stimulates the natural regeneration process. As a result, it improves elasticity and helps prevent stretch marks. After use the skin is incredibly soft and pleasantly perfumed. Key active ingredients: shea butter, royal jelly, jojoba oil
SPA ESSENTIALS

New energy for the skin
Regenerative care using the precious fruits of nature (99.9%) stimulates the natural process of skin cell regeneration, provides effective anti-age protection and has a remarkable conditioning effect. Provides intensive skin invigoration and complete renewal of energy in all periods of life.

Aromatic SPA ESSENTIALS products offer a unique wellness experience that touches the soul and provide instant renewal of the skin with the help of pure nature! The beneficial effects of these precious ingredients promote a healthy appearance and a feeling of well-being and guarantee moisturised, vital and soft skin which feels silky smooth and firm.

SALT SCRUB 300 ml
for the body · detox

- contains Dead Sea salt to remove dead skin cells and essential oils to accelerate skin detoxification. Exfoliation leaves the skin well cleansed, smooth, firm to the touch and well prepared for further cosmetic treatment. Recommended for: all skin types, particularly as a support to intensive skin detoxification treatments. Mix the scrub and massage it into your skin, then rinse off with water. Key active ingredients: sea salt, conditioning oils (macadamia, jojoba, sunflower, soy, coconut, almond), essential oils (rosemary, peppermint, lavender, juniper)

ENERGY BALM 200 ml
for the body & face · anti-age

- has a powerful rejuvenating effect. The balm formulation stimulates blood circulation in the skin, creates a hydro-lipid balance and stimulates its regeneration. Provides instant revitalisation of body and soul and has a long-term positive effect on maintaining the youthful and healthy appearance of the skin. Key active ingredients: natural oils (meadowfoam, macadamia, jojoba, sunflower, almond, castor), beeswax and palm wax (carnauba), shea butter, essential oils of orange and lemon
Multiply and maintain the results achieved in the beauty salon with excellent products whose proven effectiveness is confirmed by practical experience and numerous scientific studies.

Thanks to a remarkable complex of active ingredients they stimulate: fat breakdown, repair of damaged connective tissue, blood flow and skin metabolism, elimination of water and other metabolic waste products, production of collagen and elastin, etc.

**ANTI-CELLULITE GEL** 150 ml
lipolytic & drainage & firming effect
cooling effect · dermatologically tested

- with its Amazonian plant complex and cooling effect, it stimulates blood circulation in the skin. Daily care activates and sustains cellulite elimination processes (lipolytic and drainage effects), regenerates connective tissues and firms the skin. Massage into the skin in the cellulite-affected areas morning and evening. **Key active ingredients:** butchers broom, extracts of guarana and cecropia

**SKIN FIRMING CREAM** 150 ml
firms & tightens skin

- particularly recommended after anti-cellulite care, during weight-loss programmes and to prevent skin looseness caused by ageing processes. After the very first use, your skin is firmer and smoother. After a few days, skin structure, firmness and elasticity are visibly improved. Use morning and evening for the care of the whole body or individual parts (breast, abdomen, legs, etc.). **Key active ingredients:** guarana extract, gotu kola, tropical almond extract, black elder extract

**Lipo detox finish creamy gel - step 4** 150 ml
microcirculation & lipolysis
warming effect · dermatologically tested

- intensifies skin detoxification, reduces subcutaneous fat build-up and reduces cellulite. Massage the gel into cellulite-affected skin in the morning and evening. Itchiness, redness and a feeling of warmth are normal side-effects in the skin. **Key active ingredients:** extracts of sacred lotus, arnica, birch, horse chestnut, panthenol, beta-glucan, black pepper essential oil, vitamins A and E
AFRODITA'S

SELECTION

Exciting products
DEPILAS

AFTER WAX GEL 150 ml
proven to slow hair growth

- a complex of plant extracts that reduces ingrowing and the formation of new hairs, and slows their growth. Soothes redness and irritated skin, pleasantly cools and has an antibacterial and mild antiseptic effect. Apply the gel immediately after waxing. **Key active ingredients:** plantafluid complex AH, aloe vera

+ AFRODITA’s ADVICE: we recommend daily use for at least 10 days after waxing or shaving, ideally in the evening before going to sleep, when your skin cells are most active.

ALOE VERA

HYDRA TONIC 100 ml
calms & refreshes
paraben, paraffin, silicone & fragrance free
dermatologically tested

- has an extremely powerful moisturising and freshening effect and is suitable for all skin types, especially dry, cracked and irritated skin. It pleasantly cools and soothes skin reddened by the sun, stimulates its regeneration, improves its elasticity and gives it a healthy, radiant appearance. **Key active ingredients:** aloe vera, allantoin

+ Essential at every step and every day of the year!
GLOSSARY

of active ingredients
A

AHA ACIDS
- stimulate the removal of dead skin cells, thus enabling the better penetration of products applied as part of further care. They also intensify the production of collagen, hyaluronic acid and other glycosaminoglycans. The result is a smooth, uniform skin surface and complexion, increased skin protection and a fresh, visibly rejuvenated appearance.

ALEXANDRIAN SENNA EXTRACT
- is a plant alternative to hyaluronic acid. Suitable for rough, dry and sensitive skin. Has a long-lasting moisturising effect.

ALLANTOIN
- scientifically proven to help skin regeneration and accelerate healing. Prevents irritation, strengthens the protective layer and protects against moisture loss.

ALMOND OIL
- a natural emollient that takes the place of natural lipids, softens the skin and moisturises it. Rich in vitamins A and E, it helps regenerate the skin and has a soothing effect.

ALOE VERA
- generously moisturises and soothes the skin.

AMAZONIAN COMPLEX
- the synergy of active ingredients from the rainforest clears up the problems of combination to oily skin. The complex acts as a set of antioxidants with an anti-age effect to moisturise and regenerate the skin. Proven to reduce the formation of spots and blackheads, gives the skin an instant matte appearance.

AMINO ACIDS
- the building blocks of the essential skin proteins – collagen, elastin. Synthesised proteins play a key role in the growth of tissues, hair and nails and above all in skin regeneration. They perform various functions in the skin and a part of numerous metabolic processes.

ARGAN OIL
- cold-pressed organic oil with 80% of its content consisting of omega-3, omega-6 and omega-9 unsaturated fatty acids, it is one of the richest sources of high-value nutrients. Moisturises the skin and, thanks to its high vitamin E content, which has an antioxidant effect, protects against moisture loss. After use, the skin is left protected and elastic.

ARNICA EXTRACT
- renews and soothes the skin.

AVOCADO OIL
- rich in vitamins A, E and D, which actively improve the elasticity and appearance of the skin, particularly dry and rough skin.

B VITAMINS
- essential for healthy hair, nails and skin. A lack of B vitamins leads to rough, chapped and flaky skin.

BEEWSWAX
- soothes the skin and protects against moisture loss. Also gives consistency to cosmetic products.

BETA-GLUCAN
- is a natural polysaccharide. Is found in the cell walls of oats, barley, fungi and yeasts. Stimulates the activation of the immune system and is an extremely powerful antioxidant that destroys free radicals in the body. It helps the skin stay optimally moist and flexible.

BHA ACIDS
- have a keratolytic effect because they break down dead skin cells. They also help open and cleanse clogged sebaceous glands. They have antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, astringent effect and reduce the formation of spots, blackheads and acne.

BIO-ACTIVE PEPTIDES
- stimulate the cells to divide faster and synthesise more collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid. As a result, they slow down the chronological ageing and photoeageing of the skin, rejuvenating it in every way: they visibly tone the skin, smooth its surface and produce an intensive anti-wrinkle effect.

BIRCH EXTRACT
- has a cleansing effect and helps eliminate cellulite.

BISABOLOL
- is the most precious extract of the camomile flower. Has an anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial effect and provides intensive soothing.

BLACK ELDER EXTRACT
- has a strong diuretic action and is particularly recommended in anti-cellulite treatments.

BLACK PEPPER ESSENTIAL OIL
- particularly prized for its antiseptic properties and positive effect on the immune system. Promotes blood circulation and is therefore particularly suitable for use in anti-cellulite and sports massages.

BROWN ALGAE EXTRACT
- reactivates the 14 genes responsible for the synthesis of collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid. These then help renew the extracellular matrix and bring about a transformation of the skin. The result is a rejuvenated effect – taut skin and reduced wrinkles.

BROWN SUGAR
- effectively peels off the surface layer of dead epidermal cells. After use the skin is thoroughly cleansed, smooth and soft to the touch.

BUTCHER'S BROOM
- stimulates blood circulation in the skin, strengthens capillary walls and reduces their permeability.

CAMOMILE EXTRACT
- calms and soothes the skin.

CARROT EXTRACT
- rich in provitamin A, it smoothes the skin and has a rejuvenating effect.

CASTOR OIL
- penetrates into the deeper layers of the skin thanks to its low molecular mass. Is effective against stretch marks and the first signs of ageing because it stimulates the production of collagen and elastin, which soften and moisturise the skin.
CECROPIA EXTRACT
- extract of the bark of Cecropia obtusa, which grows in the Amazonian forest. Has remarkable diuretic properties, accelerates cleansing and has a lipolytic action.

CERAMIDES
- stimulate the natural process of renewal of the hydro-lipid layer of the epidermis and thus prevent moisture loss. They build long-term protection against the natural ageing process and protect the skin from harmful external factors.

COCOA BUTTER
- is rich in nutrients, vitamin E and powerful antioxidants which inhibit free radicals and thus protect the skin against premature ageing and negative environmental factors. The butter prevents moisture loss, additionally moisturises the skin, keeps it elastic and restores its softness. In this way it stimulates skin repair and reduces the signs of dry and chapped skin.

COCONUT GLUCOSIDE
- a very mild foaming agent with conditioning effect. It is of natural origin (from sugars and coconut) and is fully biodegradable.

COCONUT OIL
- is produced from the dried kernel of the coconut and is a valuable source of minerals. It is quickly absorbed and penetrates into the skin, softening and smoothing it. It contains a high percentage of antioxidants which bind free radicals, preventing the skin from ageing too quickly. It is also believed to have some antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory properties.

GINKGO EXTRACT
- contains numerous antioxidants that prevent damage to skin cells caused by harmful environmental factors. Stimulates blood circulation in the skin.

GINSENG EXTRACT
- stimulates blood circulation in the skin and strengthens its defensive function.

GLYCERIN
- regulates the natural hydration balance of the skin: thoroughly moisturises, softens and retains moisture.

GLYCOLIC ACID
- thanks to its small molecules, penetrates into the deeper layers of the skin, removes dead cells and facilitates the growth of new ones. Slows down skin ageing processes.

GOLD
- in its purest form (24 carat) it is proven to be effective in terms of skin rejuvenation, line and wrinkle smoothing and skin tone improvement. Gold activates electrons in skin cells, which stimulates cellular communication processes, cell renewal and cell growth.

GOTU KOLA
- used above all to firm and smooth the skin. Stimulates microcirculation, fat burning and elimination of excess liquid. Leaves the skin tighter, cleaner, smoother and more elastic.

GRAPE SEED OIL
- is a rich source of vitamins and unsaturated fatty acids. It stimulates the skin’s natural functions and acts as an antioxidant. Rapidly absorbed grape seed oil moisturises, nourishes and conditions the skin, which makes it suitable for all skin types, particularly for the care of mature and dry skin.

GUARANNA EXTRACT
- also known as the ‘elixir of long life’. With its high caffeine content, it stimulates blood circulation and skin cleansing. Thanks to its lipolytic effect it is used in anti-cellulite treatments.

HORSE CHESTNUT EXTRACT
- strengthens capillary walls and stimulates blood circulation in the skin. Also reduces the sensation of tired, heavy legs.

HYALURONIC ACID
- 100% natural hyaluronic acid has the ability to intensively penetrate into deeper skin layers where it ensures optimum hydration and prevents water loss through the epidermis. This increases the hydration and elasticity of your skin, leaving it visibly firmer, smooth and rejuvenated.

JOJOBA OIL
- this gold-coloured liquid wax contains vitamins A and E and consists of up to 96% ceramides, which are very similar in structure to natural skin sebum. It helps prevent transepidermal moisture loss, softens the skin, improves its flexibility and penetrates into the deeper layers of the skin. Thanks to its unique composition and non-comedogenic nature, it is also recommended for the care of oily skin.

JUNIPER ESSENTIAL OIL
- excellent for the care of oily and acne skin, skin with dilated capillaries and in anti-cellulite programmes. Improves skin microcirculation and accelerates the skin cleansing process.
LACTIC ACID
- is found in dairy products, tomatoes, bilberries. Indispensable in cleansing pores. Also an excellent moisturiser.

LAVENDER ESSENTIAL OIL
- has an exceptional calming effect in the treatment of burns, skin irritations and hyperaesthesia. Is also an essential part of care of acne skin in that it accelerates cleansing and has a mild antibacterial effect.

LEMON AND ROSEMARY ESSENTIAL ESSE
- known for their exceptional stimulating action. They have a mild antibacterial effect on the skin, invigorate it and work in synergy to promote its natural cleansing.

LEMON ESSENTIAL OIL
- strengthens all epidermal functions, stimulates the vitalisation of thin and dry skin and accelerates its blood circulation. Also has an astringent effect and builds the hydro-lipid protective layer.

LINOLIC ACID
- also known as Omega-6. Is one of the essential fatty acids and is indispensable for the human organism. It has an anti-inflammatory effect, prevents moisture loss and protects the skin against harmful environmental factors.

LIPOSOMES AE
- intense hydration, regeneration and stimulate the production of collagen.

MACADAMIA OIL
- is produced from macadamia nuts and is rich in unsaturated fatty acids and vitamins E, B1 and B2. Is quickly absorbed, gently conditions and smooths the skin and has an antioxidant effect. Recommended for the care of dry, flaky skin.

MALLOW EXTRACT
- softens and moisturises delicate, fragile skin.

MARINE COLLAGEN
- the patented microspheres of marine collagen penetrate the upper layers of the epidermis, intensively bind moisture and swell to a volume 10 times larger. They ensure effective reduction of wrinkles in 1 hour and visibly tighten the skin.

MEADOWFOAM OIL
- considered one of the best emollients, it is a natural source of triglycerides and carotenoids. Its vitamins and more than 90% content of long-chain fatty acids ensure intensive regeneration and antioxidant action.

NETTLE EXTRACT
- cleanses and soothes the skin.

NIACINAMIDE
- moisturises the skin and protects it from UV damage and reduces inflammatory processes. Helps prevent comedone formation and prevents the transfer of melanosomes to keratinocytes and, as a result, the secretion of pigment on the skin surface.

OAK EXTRACT
- has an astringent effect.

OLEIC ACID
- one of the unsaturated fatty acids. Is found in olive oil, avocados and almonds. Has a moisturising and regenerative effect and ensures a soft skin.

ORANGE ESSENTIAL OIL
- promotes blood circulation and the sensitivity of skin and its regenerative processes.

Palm (Carnauba) Wax
- obtained from the leaves of the carnauba palm. Gives the skin elasticity, supplies it with moisture and protects it against external factors.

PANTHENOL
- is a provitamin B5 that metabolises in the deeper layers of the skin. This outstanding skin moisturiser accelerates cell division and has a mild anti-inflammatory effect.

PEA EXTRACT
- is a rich source of polypeptides, which influence the synthesis, organisation and protection of collagen. It protects the skin against the effects of free radicals and harmful environmental factors. It stimulates physiological processes in the skin and enhances its natural balance.

PECTIN
- has an emollient effect and is used in the cosmetics industry as a stabiliser. Obtained from apples and citrus peels.

PEPPERMINT ESSENTIAL OIL
- suitable for tired, dehydrated skin and in anti-cellulite treatments. Revitalises and refreshes the skin and has a cooling effect.

PEPTIDE CARNOSINE
- a powerful antioxidant that neutralises the destructive power of free radicals. Prolongs the life cycle of cells, stimulates collagen production and protects the cell membrane against unwanted processes in the dermis that accelerate the ageing of the skin.

PHYTOAMINE BIOCOMPLEX
- contains mimosa extract and five amino acids. Improves cell metabolism, has a regenerative effect and strengthens the natural moisturising factor.

PHYTO-PROTEINS
- are of plant origin and improve the hydration of the skin.

PLANTAFLUID COMPLEX AH
- a combination of natural extracts of hops, mistletoe, sage, papaya and white cedar, it helps slow hair growth.

PROVITAMIN A (BETA-CAROTENE)
- has an antioxidant effect by neutralising free radicals. Has a positive effect on healing wounds and protects the skin against the harmful consequences of UVA and UVB rays.

PROVITAMIN B5
- improves the skin's overall appearance by stimulating its regeneration and thoroughly moisturising it. It also has a beneficial effect on irritated skin, richly moisturising and softening it.
ROSE HIP OIL
- rich in vitamins, Omega-3 and Omega-6 fatty acids and beta-carotenes it is used to regenerate the skin and reduce skin imperfections. The lipids present in rose hip oil are similar to the skin's own lipids. The oil is therefore easily absorbed into the skin and leaves no oily film.

ROYAL JELLY
- a product of nature with a high biological value. It contains numerous vitamins, minerals and enzymes. It is an exceptional bio-stimulator and antioxidant with remarkable powers of skin regeneration and immune system support.

SACRED LOTUS EXTRACT
- notable for its excellent anti-cellulite action at two levels: it stimulates the breakdown of fat cells and reduces their accumulation in subcutaneous cells, and restricts the formation of new active fat cells.

SALICYLIC ACID
- BHA acid with an intense cleansing, antibacterial and anti-inflammatory effect. Reduces the appearance of acne and has an antiseptic effect. In high concentrations it has a keratolytic effect (removes the horny layer of the epidermis).

SEA SALT (SALT FROM THE DEAD SEA)
- is produced through the natural crystallisation of salt in salt pans. In addition to sodium chloride it contains quite a few other minerals (calcium, magnesium, bromine, potassium). Has a detoxifying and cleansing effect on the skin. Removes toxins from the skin, revitalises it and ensures faster skin cell regeneration. The result is well-nourished, flexible, glowing skin.

SHEA BUTTER
- this exotic ingredient produced from the seeds of the shea tree is extremely rich in antioxidants, fatty acids and vitamins. It promotes cell regeneration, renews the hydro-lipid layer of the skin and helps protect against external factors. Has a powerful moisturising and nourishing effect on the skin.

SODIUM HYDROGEN CARBONATE
- interrupts the action of AHA acids by raising the pH value, ensuring the exfoliation process does not extend beyond the desired results.

SOY ISOFLAVONES
- a well-known natural alternative to oestrogens, whose loss during menopause causes perceptible signs of ageing: skin thinning, loss of elasticity and the appearance of wrinkles. Genistein is the most important and best represented soy isoflavone.

SOY OIL
- contains an abundance of fatty acids (linoleic, oleic, linolenic and palmitic), lecithin, vitamins A, E and K. It softens and moisturises the skin and has antioxidant properties.

SUNFLOWER OIL
- is a natural source of vitamin E and a natural antioxidant. It is rich in essential fatty acids, vitamins B1 and B2, and also contains lecithin and waxes. It has a soothing effect and deeply nourishes the skin.

TANNIC ACID EXTRACT
- improves cell binding, which helps strengthen the skin's defence mechanism. Also has an antioxidant and astringent effect and protects and firms the skin.

TRIGLYCERIDES
- Port of the group of simple fats, their main function is to condition, nurture and soften the skin.

TROPICAL ALMOND EXTRACT
- with its high polyphenol content it improves the biomechanical properties of the skin, boosting firmness and elasticity, and helps eliminate hyperpigmentation.

UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS
- of plant origin, they are divided into Omega-3 and Omega-6 fatty acids. They nourish and renew the skin, protect it against external factors and have a mild anti-inflammatory effect.

UVA AND UVB FILTERS
- provide a high level of protection against dangerous UV rays and are thus used to protect against photoageing, pigmentation disorders, burns, allergic reactions and the development of skin cancer. UVA filters protect against UVA rays, which are present all year round (even on cloudy days) and account for 95% of all ultraviolet rays. UVB filters protect against UVB rays, which represent 5% of ultraviolet radiation.

VITAMIN A (PLANT ALTERNATIVE)
- stimulates the exchange of substances between cells and cell regeneration. This extract of the seed of the moth bean plant (Vigna aconitifolia) from Asia is used in food and traditional medicine.

VITAMIN B3
- also known as niacin; visibly improves acne skin and skin imperfections. Thoroughly moisturises and soothes the skin.

VITAMIN E
- offers the skin protection against the negative oxidative effects of free radicals and supplies it with all-important moisture.

VITAMIN E MICROCAPSULES
- offer the skin protection against the negative oxidative effects of free radicals and supply it with all-important moisture.

WHEAT GERM OIL
- is an extremely nourishing oil and a treasury of vitamins (provitamin A, B vitamins), unsaturated fats and proteins. They provide your skin with nutrients and moisture and improve its regenerative capacity. The exceptional power of the oil works best on dry skin.

WITCH HAZEL EXTRACT
- has an astringent effect and is suitable for the care of sensitive, thin, couperose skin. Moisturises and cleanses the skin and shrinks pores.
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Afrodita Professional HOME CARE products are available in selected beauty salons, the shop at our head office and in our online shop:
webshop.afroditacosmetics.com